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Providing striking and bold reflectivity to critical 
safety and emergency vehicles, or stylizing vehicles 
with extreme accents and flair, VisiFlex V-8000 
reflective prismatic vinyl is a durable and effective 
solution when high visibility is desired. With 6 colors, 
including 2 fluorescent colors, the future of vehicle 
reflectivity is bright. 

Avery Dennison® Visiflex™ 
V-8000 Series
Superior Prismatic Reflective film for fleet vehicles 

CONVERTER FRIENDLY
 > Easy to apply and conforms to simple curves 
 > Many conversion possibilities: Digital print, Screen print 
and sign cut.

 > 1.22 meter usable width offers greater design flexibility 
and reduces costly scrap

 > Solid metallic layer construction eliminates edge sealing 
saving time and money during converting and application

FLEET MANAGER
 > Striking and bold daytime appearance 
 > Bright and vivid night-time presence 
 > Several design options (printable and sign cut possible)
 > Long term durability  
(7 years standard colour, 5 years fluorescent colour)

 > Stay-clean metallic layer construction, resisting dirt 
penetration, dents and reflectivity loss

 > Can be cut into smaller shapes
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Competitor’s Roll Width—30" (28" usable)
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VisiFlex Roll Width—48" usable
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Competitor’s Roll Width—30" (28" usable)
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VisiFlex Roll Width—48" usable
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Competitor roll width
0.76 meter (0.71 meter usable)

Visiflex Roll Width  
1.22 meter usable
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We have been waiting for a new product like 
VisiFlex. When we first applied it to a vehicle,  
we knew the product was right. The appearance 
and innovative design solves all the classic 
problems with other prismatic products.
 
 

Scott Horne
Lakeside Films Ltd.

Add sophisticated accents to your vehicle.

V-8000
White

V-8005
Blue

V-8007
Green

V-8008
Red

V-8013
Fluorescent Yellow-Green

V-8014
Fluorescent Orange


